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Welcome Traders to the MBFX Trading system:

Hi my name is Mostafa Belkhayate, and I have been a successful trader for over 27 years now and still loving every minute of it…

Have you ever heard the saying “Buy Low - Sell High?” well that is exactly what I’m about to teach you with my trading system. You see, most trading systems either get you in too late, or just before the market turns in the opposite direction. However, my system will have you trading like a Pro in No Time At All!

In fact, I am about to prove it to you… My system will get you in near the Bottom/Top where you can maximize your profit potential and minimize your risk. Meaning: Small stops and big take profits… 2 to 1 Ratio at all times…

I don’t want to go on and on here like most other System Manuals do I just want to make this as simple as possible…so don’t be fooled by the length of this document… Short & Sweet is best! :)
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MBFX System FAQ’s

Q: On which Forex pairs does the MBFX System work on best?

A: This system works on most pairs with the exception of a few. It also works great on Gold and Stocks…

Q: How will I know which pairs can be traded with success with MBFX?

A: After you execute the MBFX system on your MT4 chart, check and see if the price touches the red and green lines on the chart and returns to the blue line in the middle. If they do more often than not, then that particular currency pair can be traded with MBFX. If not, forget it. 95% of the currency pairs as well as GOLD and Stocks respect the MBFX trading system.

Plus, after executing MBFX in your Metatrader 4 platform chart, please test all time frames because some pairs may perform well in on some time frames and poorly in others…

Q: What is the MBFX Timing Indicator?

A: MBFX Timing is my secret Indicator. The MBFX Timing gives you the right moment to execute the order to maximize profits.

Q: The price touched the Green lines on the chart…can I buy at this point?

A: No Wait! If you do at this point, you will suffer losses! After the price action touches the Green lines, wait until the MBFX Timing Indicator turns yellow, (or safer yet, wait for it to turn green after it turns yellow.) then execute your order and set your take profit and stop loss. If you respect these rules, I’m certain you will start to make nice profits $$$.

Q: The price has touched the Red Lines…can I sell at this point?

A: Just like I stated in the previous point above, wait until the MBFX Timing Indicator Turns yellow, then execute your order and take profit and stop loss.

Q: On what time frame does the MBFX system work on best?
A: The MBFX trading system works on all time frames ranging from 5 min charts for scalpers to Daily charts for longer term traders. Personally, I like the H4 time frame. You see, on the H1 time frames you have a winning probability of 90% but for the H4 and daily time frames you have a winning probability of 98%!

Q: What about the Stop Loss? Where do I place my Stop Loss?

A: Money Management is very important element in Forex Trading. It involves your risk to reward which I will get into in one moment...

I simply use a 2 to 1 Ratio Stop Loss method. From my entry point to the blue target line let’s say it is 20 pips. Then my Stop Loss will be 50% of that which is 10 pips. That’s simple enough isn’t it? Here is example:
Now please read this next section very carefully…in fact you may want to read it a few times so it will stay with you as you need to understand these money management points:

Now we are in the hidden area of the Forex Market where brokers feed lies to traders without talking about money management. For example, you hear stories such as “From $100 to $1,000,000 in 5 Days!” or, “A Russian Doubles her money in the Forex Market every 30 minutes!” These are all scams promoted by brokers to make you lose all your money.

For example, if you have $20,000 in your trading account, and you intend to leave the market with your balance intact, if you lose 1/3 of your account, (i.e 1/3 of $20,000 = $6,666.) If you divide $6,666 by 20 gives you $333, you can see that it takes 20 consecutive losses of $333 to lose one third of your capital. With our system, 20 successive losses in a row is impossible because our system goes to our stop loss order = ½ of the target.

If your Stop Loss = ½ of the target (i.e risk – reward ratio of 1 to 2,) you will still make money even if you lose 1 trade and win 1 trade order.

This is because when you win, you win 120 PIPS and when you lose, you lose just 60 PIPS. If you respect money management + MBFX System + MBFX Timing, I’m sure you will be a full time trader and you will not exit your trade prematurely.

Q: Why do many traders get blown out of the Forex Market prematurely?

A: this is because they listen to lies that exist in the internet and they dream of “Quick Riches” like: to convert $100 into $1,000,000 in 5 days flat! This leads them to ignore the most Critical Factor of all in trading: Rock Solid Money Management Rules! They trade with all their capital and once in awhile they get one or two fluke trades that win, but eventually they will end up blowing up their account with just 1 Trade gone BAD!!

If you respect my strategy of money management, you will never exit the market prematurely. My system gives you a high degree of probability of winning more than losing, so you’ll keep winning and never have to leave the market. Instead, you will become a full-time trader like me with a high percentage of winning trades.
Good luck and good trading.

Mostafa Belkhayate
http://www.mbfxsystem.com

If you have any more questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me personally at: contact@mbsystem.com

But don’t go just yet…I have a few pictures of trade setups to share with you so you get a better feel of how the system works…
This was a very nice trade that just made us 40 pips or $400 on 1 standard lot… Here is 1 more trade example on the USDCAD…
Another winner on the USDCAD
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The Timing indicator gave us the Green Go Ahead to sell short here...
PLEASE READ THIS BEFORE CONSIDERING ANY INVESTMENT RECOMMENDATIONS:

All forms of trading carry a high level of risk so you should only speculate with money you can afford to lose. You can lose more than your initial deposit and stake. Please ensure your chosen method matches your investment objectives, and familiarize yourself with the risks involved and if necessary seek independent advice.

NFA and CTFC Required Disclaimers:

Trading in the Foreign Exchange Market is a challenging opportunity where above average returns are available for educated and experienced investors who are willing to take above average risk. However, before deciding to participate in Foreign Exchange (FX) trading, you should carefully consider your investment objectives, level of experience and risk appetite. Do not invest money you cannot afford to lose.

Hypothetical or simulated results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike an actual performance record, simulated results do NOT represent actual trading. Also, since the trades have not actually been executed, the results may have under – or over – compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity. Simulated trading programs in general are also subject to the fact that they are designed with the benefit of hindsight. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown.